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Ganguli, G.,* Palmadesso, P., and Fedder, J. ) Using a simple time dependent cold plasma density model and assuming a typical ambient radiation belt environment, ve study the evolution of the whistler mode turbulence and particle precipitation in a cold plasma release experiment similar to one which may be conducted as part of the AMPTE program. It is known from earlier work that the release of cold lithium ions can significantly lower the critical energy E0 above which the resonant radiation belt electrons can pitch angle scatter. We study the time evolution of the one pass gain factor for a whistler wave packet and find that for parameters accessible to AMPTE type experiments the gain factor is large enough to ensure strong whistler turbulence and strong pitch angle diffusion of radiation belt particles with energies in the range between the ambient value of Ej and the reduced value of Ee'. Estimates for the total power input to the ionospheric footprint of the release are of the order of an erg/emr 2 /sec. This precipitated energy should produce a patch of visible aurora. This effee! should also persist for many hours. We extend the Cuperman and Landau nodel to study a time varying cold plasma density in4ection nct); and take into account the finite sie of the flux tube by studying the wave gain as a function :)4
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both the spatial and the temoral growth rates of the waves. 2 The purpose of this brief report is to make semi-quantitative estimates of the magnitude and the duration of the enhancement of VLF EMC noise and electron precipitation effects which might be produced by a cold lithium release experiment in the parameter range accessible to AMPTE.
Model
We assume a point injection of neutral lithium gas.
The neutral lithium has a Maxwellian distribution and is allowed to expand radially into the vacuum. Solar radiation ionizes the expanding lithium gas with a time scale of 3000 seconds. After ionization the cold plasma is frozen to the geomagnetic field and its volume increases in time as a geomagnetic field-aligned cylinder (see fig. 1 ).
The cylinder has a radius R 0 and its length is a function of time L(t), so that its volume is 7R 2L(t).
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To estimate the number of cold lithium ions in this field aligned --cylinder we also modeled the evolution of the neutral lithium injection cloud. We assume a release of 100 Kg of neutral lithium and a yield of 6% so that the total number of vaporized lithium atoms is -1.2 x 1026. The initial distribution of neutral atoms injected at a point R I has a
with thiermal velocity v 0 -4.5 km/sec.
-Itegrating over thie n!a s-buingives Z'ne neutra'_lithi a as a runc:ion of radius from relase poit and -e noR, tJ "e
where T is the ionization time for neutral lithium atoms. Initially we are interested only in the total number of ions in the flux tube and not their position in the tube, so we have neglected transport of ionized e lithium. The rate at which lithium ions are created is given by
Assuming a finite extent of the whistler wave packet across the magnetic field of R 0 -O0 )(-50 kms) we integrate Thus the time dependent model for the cold ion density is given by Since the thermal e my 10 energy is much greater than 0.02 ev the majority of the lithium ions will remain trapped at high altitudes in the magnetosphere and will be unable to leak into the ionosphere.
This will ensure a saturation of the cold lithium ions for large T at a value larger than the lowest value shown in figure (2). Based on the presence of magnetic trapping we expect the cold density will saturate around T -2 at a value of around 1.0 cm -3 .
We now discuss the critical resonance energy criterion in the presence of a time dependent cold plasma density. It is well known that wave particle interaction can occur when the resonance energy ER is greater than or equal to the threshold energy E c . ER was defined by Kennel and Petschek 
Ac a(t)a
where a = kp, p = v th/ e , a = 1 + n c(t)/n w is the energetic electron density and 8 = n KT/(B 2/8w), where K is the Boltzman constant and the subw script w refers to the warm electron component. Thus we can rewrite (7) as
Eth a(t)$A(1 + A) 2 where Eth is the thermal energy of the energetic electrons.
In the absence of cold plasma a = 1 and Ec is a constant. This is indicated in Fig. (3 the cold lithium ions w"ll' not allw tne cold plasma density to "all as raoid>y as indicated ii . i ,) thereby ensuring, a low for a onsierab'2 -enzta o: -ine.
Results
In the previous section we saw that the introduction of the cold 0 plasma considerably lowers the threshold energy and thus enhances the growth of whistler noise turbulence.
Since the flux tube where the cold plasma is enhancing wave particle interaction has a finite length, the temporal growth rate alone cannot determine the extent of the wave growth because the waves propagate away from the region of rapid growth.
Therefore we consider the spatial growth rates and finally calculate the net gain G, of the wave during a single pass through the flux tube. The condition for a large effect is GR >1 where R is the reflection coeffic t for the wave at the ionosphere. The waves with ln G >> 1, a more s -re condition, will experience a significant gain in the wave amp
independent of R, leading to strong whistler turbulence and considerable pitch angle scattering of the electrons interacting with the waves. The gain G of the wave is defined as
where y(w,k) is the temporal lrowth rate of the whistler mode instability,
is the group velocity of the whistler mode and r. is one earth radius.
Since the whistler mode is excited primarily in te equatorial rezion where the magnetic fiel2 is nearly uniform and straight, we nave Eliminating w from (12) and (13) we obtain a cubic equation for 'a' given by
vR
We solve (14) using a numerical root finder for 'a'.
Then 'a' is used to evaluate the group velocity V from (12) and the temporal growth rate Y/fSe from the expression (33) of Cuperman and Landau [1974] . With these quantities g is evaluated for the resonant waves.
The observed differential flux for radiation belt electrons is not a Maxwellian for energies higher than 30 keV which is a typical E cfor ambient cold plasma distribution between 5 and 8 re• The observed flux is given by a power law of the form
which corresponds to the enery distributon fnction given by
We have considered two distributions of the following form for the energetic electrons corresponding to quiet and disturbed magnetospheric conditions respectively;
where a is either 3/2 or 3 and C3/2 = 4.72 x 10 5 1 , C3 = 6.7 x 1054 (private communication, D. Williams, 1983). We note that the power law applies only for particle energies in excess of 30 keV which is a typical value for Overall, we find a significant wave gain for a single pass through the flux tube especially for lower energy particles. Nevertheless, at 25 keV the gain factor is already large enough to ensure strong turbulence and strong pitch angle diffusion. For lower energies the gain factor becomes too large for the linear theory to be meaningful; this indicates that non linear processes (i.e. strong pitch angle scattering) are important at these energies. Figure 7 shows a gain versus time plot for lower energies (4 to 12 keV). The gain g(T) increases to a very large number as the energy decreases until the particle energy is around 8 to 10 keV, while for still lower energies the gain is reduced. This decrease occurs for particle energy near E c .
Conclusion
Using a simple time dependent cold plasma density model we have shown that a cold lithium injection in the AMPTE parameter range can give rise to whistler mode turbulence with signiFicant gain to the wave amplitude in a single pass through the flux tube.
7nistler mode growth gives rise to pit-zh angle diffusion of the energetic electrons which then precipi:ate. Rest of the parameters are identical to Fig. (4) .
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.4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 Fig. (7) A plot of g(T) against T for lower energies. 
